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He referred to Roosevelt and

Reagan as “TR” and “RR” through

out his speech, using their acts of 
leaderehip to make his points about 

the true leader qualities.
“He who cannot dramatize cannot 

govern affectively,” Morris said, 
making the point that grrat lea er 
ship lies in the ability of a figure
head to command the attention of his

audience, moving their emotions 

and affecting their feelings, muc

like an actor would.
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For every story about “TR,” 
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about “RR,” who he ‘knew personal
ly. He talked about Reagan’s person
al diary entries, reading one of them 
that recaUed the amount of “SOs,’’ or 
standing ovations he received during

his speeches.
Though the entiy noted many 

standing ovations, Morris main
tained that Reagan was not vain, but 

yet still very self-aware.
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Morris wrote biographies for Ronald Reagan and Theodore Roosevelt H e  

was the first biographer to be appointed by a president to record the pres

ident's life. H e  encouraged students to be modest but always confident.
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